Assembly order 1
Test-fit part C-33 with the main-frame, and then attach.

1. Insert part C-33 in the same orientation as shown in the illustration.
2. Attach according to the cement positions described in Illustration 2. Then, test-fit by using a little of cement.

Assembly order 2
Attach the strut without cementing.

1. Insert the strut in the correct position. Do not cement at this stage.
2. Attach the strut and part C-33 by referring to the right note “Attachment of the strut and part C-33”. Do not cement at this stage.

Assembly order 3
Cement the nose landing gear.

1. Cement and fix the nose landing gear in the right position.
2. Attach the strut to the nose landing gear.
3. Cement and fix by tip of part C-33 by using an extra thin cement on the test-fit and attachment areas.